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This map is a variation of the Crumpled City Maps Project. Physical maps 
reinvented in a contemporary way. Analog orientation tools and memory 
activators to keep and treasure. The Crumpled World Wall Map turns the world 
into contemporary wall art with brilliant and unconventional colors. 
Seas are pink or very blue and continents are red o mustard color: geography 
lights up!

An incredibly light wall map – even lighter than a paper poster – but indestructible: 
the material is the same as the Crumpled City Maps, reimagined for a new and 
different use.
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Crumpled World
World Wall Maps
Design: Pizzolorusso   Graphic: Anna Colonnelli

Perceiving that the earth 
is a form of writing, a 
geography of which we had 
forgotten that we ourselves 
are the authors.
 
Georges Perec

For more info about the product
please contact pressoffice@palomarweb.it
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It doesn’t require a frame, nor do you need nails to hang this wall map: two small magnetic 
dots let you hang it on your home’s wall and move it when and where you wish.

The subjects of this map are You and the World. You can write your travel stories directly on 
it, updating your stops and revealing to others the world as you know it.
And if you wish you can erase what you have written and trace your new routes; the map is 
washable and the included marker is water based.
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Available Versions
With Country names
With Cities names

Map size
87x58 cm

superlight, very resistant, 
indestructible, washable

Inside the pack
ONE removable marker
TWO magnetic hanging 
dots included 

MADE IN ITALY

For more info about the product
please contact pressoffice@palomarweb.it


